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Introduction
Meet the Captain

Dugout Captain Inc. is the product of thousands of baseball hours spent on the 
field, in the batting cage, and in coaching clinics.  Whether coaching, speaking, or 
listening, Dan Keller, has dedicated his life to working with baseball players.  He has 
played youth, high school, and college baseball, eventually being drafted by the 
Baltimore Orioles.  More importantly, he has extensive coaching experience at these 
levels with an earned emphasis on communicating, and working with, beginning 
baseball players.  Dugout Captain founder and CEO Dan Keller began his coaching 
career in 2001, and has participated in 13+ years of team coaching, conducted over 
15,000 individual lessons, directed more than 150 baseball camp weeks, and led 75+ 
coaching clinics for youth volunteer managers and coaches.  Coach Keller is the author 
of two baseball instruction books, Coaching the Beginning Pitcher (self-produced and 
self-published) as well as The Survival Guide for Coaching Youth Baseball (Human 
Kinetics) and holds a Masters of Science Degree in Physical Education.

Dugout Captain is the culmination of this diligent work, gritty determination, and 
in-the-trenches experience.  The collective resources available through Dugout Captain 
provide THE BEST support tool available to youth baseball coaches.  In my own words:

!           !           !  
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“Having long ago had my ego smashed by wild and rambunctious 8-year olds, I know the challenges 
you face as a youth baseball coach.  It can be frustrating and overwhelming, leaving you questioning 
your decision to take on this thankless job.  However, when done correctly, coaching is as rewarding, 
fulfilling, and enjoyable as any volunteer gig on the planet.  Take a deep breath, dive into the Dugout 
Captain Library, and enjoy the journey!  Just don’t take yourself too seriously - baseball is a game, 
and games are supposed to be fun.  Have fun, play hard!

~ Dan Keller

Daniel Keller
Dugout Captain CEO

https://smile.amazon.com/Coaching-Beginning-Pitcher-Pitching-Effectively/dp/098188959X/
https://smile.amazon.com/Survival-Guide-Coaching-Youth-Baseball/dp/0736087737/
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Coaching Plan
Big Picture

Coaching baseball involves teaching, developing, and mentoring young players.  
The game is most impactful to young athletes when taught in a structured environment, 
one that avoids long lines and keeps each young person engaged, occupied, and 
entertained.  The Dugout Captain Athlete Development Plan provides the necessary 
tools to run a great practice and afford every athlete the opportunity for development.  
Through organized and varied practices, athletes are responsibly prepared to advance 
to the next level of play at the end of the year.  All this achieved with an eye on the most 
important goal: FUN.

Coaching Philosophy
Remember that baseball is a game, and games are supposed to be fun!  As you 

prepare to take on the role of volunteer coach, it’s important to give thought to what kind 
of coach you want to be.  Is winning your one and only objective?  Or are you interested 
in developing athletes for their best chance at long term success?  The Dugout Captain 
principles adhere to a well-balanced, fundamentally sound coach that puts attention to 
development and preparation.  Winning becomes a natural by-product of great practices 
focused on consistent improvement.  It’s the classic “process vs. results” mantra issued 
by every John Wooden, Phil Jackson, and Rick Pitino in the world.  All this can be 
accomplished while having fun and keeping a keen eye on the development of the 
person, as well as the player.

The curriculum contained within the following pages is designed to guide you in 
your role and responsibilities as a coach.  Take some time to put your own coaching 
philosophy to paper, including any team rules or guidelines you intend to follow.  Explore 
and use the DC tools, which include a library of instructional drills, pre-set practice plan 
templates, training lessons, and this curriculum.  Each of the DC Library drills has 
specific baseball instruction, bullet points for execution, an equipment list, and Dugout 
Captain’s proprietary DC Keys®.  DC Keys are helpful tips and tricks unique to the 
Dugout Captain philosophy.  With 18+ years of in-the-trenches experiences working with 
the recreational athlete, DC Keys will save you hours and hours of frustration and 
headaches.   

Season Plan
“Better to build positive habits early, than try to break bad habits late!”  Mechan-

ics and technique must be learned correctly, and the sooner, the better.  To start your 
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http://www.dugoutcaptain.com/drill/what-is-dc-key/


own coaching journey, view the DC videos on Baseball Fundamentals.  These selec-
tions build a knowledge-base, an understanding of the various baseball skills you intend 
to teach and drill.  Follow up by viewing any number of skill-specific drills.  Dugout Cap-
tain has structured these drills to teach athletes proper fundamentals, while also benefit-
ing team performance and working towards group goals.  

The curriculum for each level of play begins with athlete learning / coaching ob-
jectives in bullet-point format.  While ALL of your players will not achieve ALL of these 
objectives, it is your challenge as coach and manager to present and teach these topics 
responsibly.  Should you choose to follow DC’s pre-set practice plans, all of this is taken 
care of for you!
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Practice Planning
Have fun, do work!

A good practice provides structure and comfort to athletes, allowing for ALL kids 
to engage comfortably, focus, and work hard towards improvement.  A great practice 
accomplishes all this while athletes, at the same time, have fun.  The Dugout Captain 
practice planning philosophy has evolved, improved, and morphed over two decades of 
research and development.  After much ego bruising and many tough lessons learned, 
Dugout Captain recommends involving the following practice segments to maximize 
athlete focus and development:

** For a video description of the DC Practice Planning philosophy click here.  In addition, video descrip-
tions of each Practice Plan Absolute can be found in the Practice 101 section of the DC Library. **

Eight Absolutes of a DC “Advanced” Practice Plan:

• Early Activity (EA) - Kids looooove to hit.  Early Activity is offered fifteen 
minutes before, and up until, practice starts.  The primary goal of this activity 
is punctuality - kids show up early so practice can start on time.  Early Activity 
also keeps athletes busy, gets extra swings, prevents playing catch before 
warm up, nurtures camaraderie... oh!  It’s also FUUUUN.

• Warm Up (WU) - The first “official” practice activity, Warm Up gets the blood 
flowing, especially important before playing catch.  This prevents injury, locks 
in athlete focus, and can provide time for assistant coaches to set up drills.

• Early Baserunning (EBR) - A very short activity conducted at the end of 
warm up, Early Baserunning takes advantage of the final 4-8 sprints of the 
warm up to learn or practice a baserunning fundamental.

• Throwing (TH) - Very often, father/son catch leads right into team catch, 
which leads into practice.  DC philosophy: “Warm up to throw, rather than 
throwing to warm up.”  Early activity ➜ warm up ➜ throw ➜ quick defense ➜ 
drills!

• Quick Defense (QD) - Generally lasting only 5-10 minutes, these activities 
are categorized as ‘baseball-athleticism’ drills.  An opportunity to improve 
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http://www.dugoutcaptain.com/drill/what-is-practice-planning-101/
http://www.dugoutcaptain.com/dugcap-segment/practice-101/
http://www.dugoutcaptain.com/drill/what-is-early-activity/
http://www.dugoutcaptain.com/drill/what-is-warm-up/
http://www.dugoutcaptain.com/drill/what-is-early-baserunning/
http://www.dugoutcaptain.com/drill/what-is-throwing/
http://www.dugoutcaptain.com/drill/what-is-quick-defense/


hand eye coordination, footwork, and technique, QD leads right into station 
instruction.

• Drills / Station Instruction (DR) - The meat and potatoes of practice.  This 
section is where coaches run drills, and the athletes work, play, and learn.  A 
balance of instruction and repetition, DC recommends a minimum of two 
coaches, each running a different drill, and switching after 10-15 minutes.  Af-
ter a short water break, coaches each offer an additional drill (again switching 
after 10-15 minutes).  Two station blocks of two drills each.

• Baserunning / Conditioning (B&C) - Get a good sweat, while masking the 
workload with baserunning instruction.  Run the bases, use the foul line, add a 
relay race.  Mix it up, find fun! 

• Mental / Finish (FN) - Finish with a fun drill, competition, or a short discussion 
off of the field.  This is the time to address any team issues or concerns.  In-
volve a Life Lesson, use a current event, or play a quick game - something to 
encourage a smile and leave the athletes wanting more.

Nearly all the DC templates follow the Absolute Eight practice plan steps.  
Through years of experience working with thousands of kids, we feel this is THE BEST 
way to maximize a baseball practice and ensure that each athlete works hard, receives 
quality instruction, and plenty of repetition.  Over many practices, they will learn the 
game and understand what it means to be a team player... all the while having FUN!
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The Toolbox
Work Smarter, not Harder

Think of Dugout Captain as coach’s toolbox - a really cool, coaching-specific 
toolbox.  DugoutCaptain.com is the control center, where you can view drills from the 
video library, find ready-made practice plans, purchase coaching kits, and participate in 
coaching forums or best-practices discussions.  Take advantage of these tools to make 
your role as coach more enjoyable and fulfilling.

CLIPBOARD
Dugout Captain’s patent-protected virtual clipboard allows any coach to build an 

extensive, custom practice plan in minutes.  Choose from 60-minute, 90-minute, or 120-
minute template plans or grab a ready-made DC Practice Plan.  With drills pre-loaded 
and notes already made, you can share a complete practice plan with assistant coach-
es, players, and families in less than 5 clicks!  Use the ‘share’ feature so everyone 
comes to practice prepared, and leaves with an understanding of what was accom-
plished.  Put good help to work and watch as the quality of your practices improve.  
Players get more fly balls, ground balls, and swings, and your help feels more engaged 
and involved.  As you grow more comfortable with the planning tool, try creating your 
own practice, or grab a high school or college template.  Try the Olympic Competition 
practices for a break from the routine.  Remember, baseball is a game and games are 
supposed to be fun.

PRACTICE PLANS
Dugout Captain provides a season’s worth of practices at the drag/drop of your 

mouse.  Within five clicks, you can drag the next practice onto your clipboard and share 
it instantly with your players, coaches, and parents.  Organized by age level and avail-
able in multiple time lengths, these pre-set practice plans follow a learning progression 
as laid out in this curriculum manual.  Once on your clipboard, feel free to edit, delete, or 
add to the suggested practice itinerary.  Also included are practice plan templates from 
high school, junior college, and NCAA teams.  Any of these templates can be ‘saved-as’ 
in your My SAVED Plans folder for future use.

My SAVED Plans - Do the work once, use a practice plan forever.  Save and 
categorize your practice plans so each coaching season becomes more streamlined.  
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This way, time spent managing decreases and your time spent coaching on the field is 
more impactful for all.  Pull any of the DC template plans onto your clipboard and save 
to your own folders for future use.

My SHARED Plans - This section of the DC library contains practice plans that 
have been shared to you by other DC member coaches.  Open any plan that’s been 
shared with you, rename, and save-as your own. 

TRAINING PLANS
Dugout Captain contains a library of skill-training lessons to build fundamentals in 

hitting, pitching, infield, and the catcher position.  The DC Training area also address 
common coaching challenges with solutions and fixes.  Whether it is a team struggling 
to play catch on defense, an offense getting beat by the curveball, or a pitcher flying 
open, DC has a fix!  Address your own athletes’ needs by selecting the perfect drill and 
holding that athlete accountable to daily homework practice.  Or follow DC’s proven 
teaching methods in coaching hitting or pitching fundamentals.  Drag, drop, and share a 
Training Plan in 5 clicks.

DUGOUT CAPTAIN LIBRARY
The content library at DugoutCaptain.com contains over 165 unique, instructional 

drills.  Each Drill Detail page includes a video, description, diagram, and patent-protect-
ed DC Keys to success.  Whether your goal is to minimize time spent planning prac-
tices, or to build, create, and share your version of the perfect practice, the DC library 
has what you need.  

Drills can be filtered according to skill, practice segment (the eight practice abso-
lutes described above), age, and difficulty level.  You can also search for the most popu-
lar drills, or those that other coaches have voted as the best! 
DRILL VIDEOS

There are 165+ drill videos available to DC member coaches.  Most of these are 
drills to be run at practice with your team, or at home with your athlete.  However, cer-
tain skills include a full breakdown to fully teach the fundamentals.  In this case, there 
may be up to four different types of videos available:

Coaching 101 - These are top-level, coaching-based, instructional videos.  Prac-
tice Planning 101 highlights the principles outlined above.  Other Coaching 101 videos 
include DC philosophies and coaching tips and tricks.  Coaching 101 videos should be 
watched prior to planning practices and consulted as needed.
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Fundamentals - These videos are as they sound: fundamental.  These are 
“How-to-Do” videos highlighting what actually happens during a baseball skill.  How is a 
ground ball correctly fielded?  What are the proper fundamentals to the hitting swing?  
The goal of Fundamental videos is to lay a foundation in the coach’s mind.  We encour-
age ALL coaches to watch Fundamentals before coaching or teaching a skill.  The un-
derstanding of a skill makes any drill associated with it much easier to execute.  And in 
many cases, these Fundamental videos can be offered as a drill during practice as well.

How-to-Coach - For those more involved skills such as hitting, pitching, and 
fielding, How-to-Coach videos help to provide the plan to follow when teaching that skill: 
where to start, how to break it down, what to focus on.  Often times, how-to-execute a 
skill is far different than how-to-teach it.  These videos can save you time and effort by 
providing the instructional plan to follow.  Save time, save frustration, make progress! 

Drills - Get to work!  These videos cover drills and activities to practice a skill.  
Once a coach obtains an understanding of the movement, access this section to find a 
number of different drills to choose from.  Videos are tagged by age and difficulty level 
so any coach of any level can find an appropriate drill. 

MY DUGOUT 
DC member subscribers operate and manage their teams through the My Dugout 

control panel.  Here you can click Teams & Contacts to build out the details of your 
squad and then invite member families to join you.  The MyDugout area contains notif-
ication icons to alert you when there’s been a response to a member-request or another 
DC member has shared a plan with you.  It also includes buttons for launching into the 
drill library, practice planning clipboard, or training clipboard (skill training and address-
ing common challenges).  Other tools, videos, and support documents are available via 
the Resources and Community sections.  Print Athlete-of-the-week certificates, pur-
chase gifts for assistant coaches, and use gameday lineup templates to make your 
coaching life easier.

PRACTICE ASSISTANT (Not yet available)
Once a practice goes “live,” the Dugout Captain App serves as your Practice As-

sistant.  Parents and team contacts can follow along in real time, watch drill videos, re-
ceiving push notifications, and pick-up-your-kid alerts.  Coaches receive 5-minute warn-
ings as each drill nears completion, 2-minute alerts to pick up baseballs, and audible 
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“rotate” sounds when time to switch stations.  The Practice Assistant enables the coach 
to quickly snap a photo, and tag it to both the specific player and the drill involved.  Lat-
er, a member coach can use this info to provide a homework assignment, evaluation, or 
as part of end-of-season feedback.  Use the App’s messaging feature to notify team 
members of a weather alert or a last-minute field change.

Member coaches can also use the App to plan and share a practice.  Last-minute 
coaches can drag a template onto their clipboard and share a plan in seconds.  Player 
families and team assistant coaches will be able to view drill videos contained in the 
practice plans through their free version of the app.  Any subscribing member at the 
Learn or Coach level can always view the drill library via the App as well. 
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Here We Go!
Start the Engine

Have you drafted your team?  Held your first parent meeting?  Laid out your 
coaching philosophy, including rules for playing time and positions to be played?  With 
Dugout Captain as your partner, please review the Coaching 101 and Fundamental 
videos to put you in a position for coaching success.  Following is a brief outline of the 
administrative steps to take prior to taking the field.It’s time to start practicing, let’s 
plaaaaaaaay ball!

COACHING EQUIPMENT
Like that “golfer-gadget-guy,” a baseball coach can quickly become inundated 

with the latest gimmicks and equipment designed to aid baseball performance.  And al-
though each of these fine pieces of technology likely has a time and place, most are not 
critical to the success of an eight-year-old.  The following is a reasonable list of things to 
have with you when running a youth team.  Please keep in mind that Dugout Captain 
has once again provided a total solution to the coach that is short-on-time:  The DC 
Coach’s Starter Kit (*hL).  Solve this area of responsibility with a couple clicks and get to 
planning your first practice immediately!

ITEMS THAT A COACH SHOULD CARRY
In the book, Survival Guide to Coaching Youth Baseball, I wrote: “To run an effec-

tive workout, a coach should carry a clipboard (with practice plan), a whistle, and a 
watch... and the coach should look darn good doing it.  Sunglasses with reflective lens-
es, eye black, and tight elastic shorts are not necessary.”
The Dugout Captain mobile practice plan replaces any need for clipboard, whistle, or 
watch.  The eye black and elastic shorts, however, are still highly recommended.

Cell Phone - A cell phone for emergency purposes is required and should be 
kept in a pocket or readily available nearby.  So long as you are utilizing the DC tools 
through a mobile device, this is taken care of as well.

Gear Bag - Coaches of teams with players under seven years of age should use 
tennis balls or safety baseballs (soft stitch) to help avoid injuries as young kids learn to 
throw and catch.  Start with small plastic disc cones and a batting tee.  Other recom-
mended equipment includes an equipment wagon to carry from car to field, whiffle balls, 
a catch net (pop-up net for catching balls batted off a tee or from a soft toss), and an 
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extra glove, bat, and helmet to accommodate those individuals in the rotating role of 
forgetful kid and excuse-filled parent.  Dugout Captain provides a total solution in the 
Coach’s Starter Kit.

Baseballs - Simply put, the more baseballs you have, the easier your practice 
will be to run.  The first-time coach will need to collect as many baseballs as possible.  
Whether they are safety or regular baseballs, the number of balls dictates the ability to 
break the team into smaller groups and run multiple drills at once.  This allows assistant 
coaches to keep kids entertained, engaged, and having fun.  Most coaches use buckets 
to gather and carry baseballs, and every coach should have a minimum of one full 
bucket that can be divided into at least two workout areas. 

First Aid Kit - Most off-the-shelf first aid kits will work well, but be sure that the 
kit includes an instant cold pack, elastic bandages, Band-Aids, and CPR flashcards. 

Coach’s Binder - This administrative binder can be kept in your car or in the 
team gear bag.  It should include emergency procedures as well as contact information 
and medical conditions (including allergies or health issues) for each player.  The binder 
should also include any specific pickup or drop-off guidelines, birth certificates, league 
paperwork, and schedules (for practices, games, and snacks).

PLAYER EQUIPMENT 

Whether seeking equipment for your own kid or for the other 11 kids you are 
about to adopt, you can rest assured that a player only needs a minimal amount of gear 
in order to participate in a full practice.  Most kids nowadays bring their own supplies to 
each event, including a helmet, bat, glove, and protective cup (never too early to protect 
one’s manhood).  Players usually carry these supplies in a baseball bag, and if you 
have an athlete you need to take care of, click here to view and purchase the Dugout 
Captain Athlete Starter Kit.

Player Equipment Bag -  Although any backpack or bag will do, baseball-specif-
ic athletic bags are available for purchase at sporting goods stores and can help to avoid 
lost equipment. These bags have a long pocket available to hold a bat, and they also 
have enough space to cram a helmet, cleats, and glove inside. Batting gloves are a nice 
option to include, and a baseball with family initials can make this bag ready for a big-
league workout. Pack a bottle of water, and be sure to label everything with a last name 
and phone number. Kids may struggle to hit or pitch, but they usually excel at leaving 
their equipment behind! Teams will often be issued helmets, so be sure to ask about this 
before purchasing a helmet.
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Player Uniform - At practice, athletes should wear baseball pants, a protective 
cup, and a hat. Some coaches like their athletes to wear a team T-shirt or other 
specifics, but this will vary. Athletes should bring a jacket and both cleats and athletic 
shoes. Here’s a great tip to keep cars and homes clean: Instruct your athletes to arrive 
and leave in regular athletic shoes. They should keep their cleats inside the bag until 
they reach the ball field. At that time, the athletes take the cleats out of the bag, put 
them on, and put the athletic shoes in the bag. After practice, they reverse this proce-
dure and put the normal athletic shoes on. Athletes should be sure to knock any dirt off 
of the cleats before jamming them into the bag. Your car will thank me later!

TEAM MEETING & COMMUNICATION
Your first task as a new manager is to hold a team meeting. This meeting is for 

both the players and their families, and it should be held off of the diamond at a team 
member’s house (better start cleaning). The initial team meeting provides a chance to 
meet teammates and parents alike. At this meeting, you can break the ice and clearly 
communicate team goals as well as your own coaching philosophies. 

The key to a smooth season as manager is honest and consistent communica-
tion. By agreeing to take this youth baseball team, you have signed on as a manager of 
people—youth and adult—and communication skills are an absolute necessity. This 
meeting is your first opportunity to establish the guidelines for the season ahead, to let 
parents know what will be expected of them, and to secure as much help as possible. 

TEAM MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
Open the meeting by introducing yourself and each athlete and family. These are 

the players whom you scouted during tryouts and you selected during the draft get ex-
cited about your squad and pass that energy along to the families for the upcoming 
season. Share your own contact information and discuss important issues clearly and 
quickly—no one likes a yawner. Here are some issues that should be discussed:

Emergency Information - Protect yourself and your players. Collect vital infor-
mation from parents by having them fill out a medical card (most leagues provide stan-
dardized and organization-mandated cards). Ideally, you should be CPR trained, carry a 
cell phone at all times, and have emergency supplies and procedures on hand. Make 
sure the forms include an area where parents can provide their own contact information 
and can share any sensitive information or other requests. 

Schedules - Parents appreciate early notice so that they can plan around your 
practices. Before the initial team meeting, you should finalize the practice schedule 
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leading up to the first week of games. You can always switch days or times if necessary, 
but doing this early will help with practice attendance and allow for consistent develop-
ment. Clearly communicate your expectations regarding punctuality and attendance—it 
is appropriate to expect everyone else’s commitment to match your own.

Practices - Practices should be scheduled on regular days and times, and you 
should complete the practice schedule as early in advance as possible. Parents 
appreciate this because many schedule their lives around their children’s activi-
ties. 

Games - The game schedule will be provided by the league, but you can estab-
lish a regular regimen for the pregame, including the arrival time (45-60 minutes 
before game time).

Snacks - Quite possibly the most important schedule of all, the snack schedule 
should rotate the responsibility for bringing snacks among the parents. Publish 
the schedule at the team meeting and allow parents to switch if necessary. 
Communicate how important snacks are and keep a backup (nonperishable) 
snack supply in your car—you don’t want to have a snackless squad of soldiers.

Get Help: Involve Parents - There is a distinct difference between managing a 
team and serving in the role of coach. You’ve taken on the manager position and volun-
teered to schedule practices and lead the team. Therefore, you will need as much help 
as possible. You’ll need assistant coaches, a team mom, and a Web site or communica-
tions officer. You’ll also need some game volunteers to keep score, count pitches, clean 
the field, and handle other responsibilities. The league will undoubtedly assign several 
roles that you must find people to fill. Many coaches struggle to do this. Use the team 
meeting to fill these roles—do not leave this meeting without filling each league respon-
sibility and volunteer role!

You should select two or three able and willing assistant coaches. These coach-
es will be in uniform for games and will assist with practices. Enlist as many additional 
volunteers as possible to also help with practices and team functions. The more the 
merrier—delegate your heart out! You’ve made the most difficult commitment; you’re in 
charge, but you’re going to need help. The team meeting is your best chance of secur-
ing helpers.
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COACHING PHILOSOPHY - DEFINE, ESTABLISH, & COMMUNICATE
For this final part of the team meeting, you may want to send the kids into the 

garage to play table tennis or out into the yard to play Wiffle ball. Take this opportunity 
to clearly communicate your coaching philosophy—something that you’ll have to take 
some time to think through before the meeting. Sharing your philosophy with the par-
ents will help you avoid issues down the road. Unfortunately, competition coupled with 
egos will undoubtedly bring out the worst in many parents. If you clearly communicate 
your philosophy and big-picture perspective at the team meeting, the critical decisions 
during the season will be much easier for you to make and much easier for other par-
ents to understand. 

Coaching youth baseball is a delicate balance of playing to win versus playing to 
develop. The chance of a high school athlete playing some form of professional base-
ball is .5 percent (and even more slim when it comes to playing in the big leagues). For 
a youth baseball player, making the high school squad has grown increasingly competi-
tive as well. At an average high school, seven athletes in each graduating class will let-
ter on the varsity baseball team. This means that the majority of your youth players will 
not play high school baseball, let alone in college or professionally.

Develop and define your role as a youth baseball coach: You are a teacher of the 
fundamentals of the game, a provider of opportunities for athletes to perform and suc-
ceed, and the captain of a ship that will zig and zag but eventually reach the end-of-
season port. Practices and games should blend fun with competition. Make sure your 
athletes smile regularly. Remind them that at its core, baseball is a game and must re-
main one. Your athletes will learn valuable life lessons and will endure pressures and 
stresses, but this game is supposed to be fun. At times, you should do something silly 
and funny to break the tension. Cut a practice short and play over-the-line, do relay 
races as a warm-up, or finish practice with a sunflower seed spitting contest. Stay posi-
tive and emphasize what you do want done—not what you don’t want done. Good 
sporting behavior is key, and respect for everyone builds a true champion. Say it, mean 
it, and write it down . . . you will be tested. When developing your coaching philosophy, 
you should also address each of these points:

Team Goals - Your goal is consistent improvement. Practices are for coaches; 
games are for the players. This means that practices will be the opportunity for coaches 
to help athletes work on fundamental skills. Games will then be the chance for athletes 
to play—with aggression and confidence and without fear of failure. Over the course of 
the season, athletes should physically improve and mentally work to avoid making the 
same mistakes over and over. 
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Playing Time - Many leagues dictate minimum innings played, which will provide 
a starting point for playing time. All athletes should sit out at some point each game, and 
playing time should be allocated equally at the youngest levels. If you establish a clear 
formula for playing time, the emotion of making decisions about playing time is re-
moved, and all parents know where their athletes stand. Even with equal playing time, a 
team can still compete by playing its more skilled players at important positions during 
the early and late innings.

Positions - Athletes should rotate between positions. As athletes grow older, the 
number of positions played will decrease, and the number of innings spent at one or two 
positions will increase. For beginning baseball, all athletes should spend time both in 
the infield and the outfield. Safety must be taken into account, keeping in mind that first 
base, pitcher, and catcher are the most difficult positions to fill. Find ways to let as many 
interested athletes play these positions as possible. If an athlete wants to pitch, find the 
situation where he can pitch—whether it’s when you’re down by 10 or up by 10, there 
will be a time to get him onto the mound.

Homework - A big part of consistent improvement in young athletes is parent 
support and buy-in.  Communicate the importance of the parents’ support in their chil-
dren’s development as baseball players.  You will be using the DC Training Clipboard to 
assign regular homework to the players, and the parents need to follow up to ensure 
that the players get the necessary work off of the field.

Attendance and Punctuality - You might not be able to avoid having late play-
ers or other attendance-related issues. However, you need to find a way to drive home 
the message that commitment is key, practice makes perfect, and punctuality at all func-
tions is a sign of respect for the volunteers donating hours of their time. Include guide-
lines for what to wear and bring to practices, proper attire (baseball pants, protective 
cup), and supplies (water, glove, hat).

Communication - Address appropriate communication procedures for all people 
who are a part of this team:

Coaches - Remain positive, avoid profanity, and lead by example.

Parents - Avoid coaching from the stands, berating umpires, or negatively engag-
ing any members of the opposing team or their parents.  Request that parents 
approach you and address any issues away from the field and the athletes.  Pro-
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vide days and times that you can be reached to discuss anything related to the 
team. 

Athletes - Should not argue with umpires, and they should not taunt or disrespect 
their opponents.  Respect and positive sporting behavior should be shown to 
umpires, opposing teams, and their parents. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Additional resources for all things team-management can be found in the My 

Dugout section of Dugout Captain website.  In addition, visit the DC Bulletin Boards to 
post questions to other coaches in situations like you.  There’s strength in numbers, we 
get it.
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